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Abstract 
The relationship between financial development, growth and inflation 
has been analyzed by a number of recent empirical studies in Pakistan. 
Sizeable research finds that money supply growth at beginning affects 
real GDP growth and further it affects inflation in Pakistan. These two 
step process doesn’t fulfill the specification of the consequences. 
Therefore, this study looks at the association and causality of Financial 
Development Indicators towards Inflationary trend in Pakistan 
expressly for the period of 1974-2007 for Pakistan. The study 
investigates whether inflation and financial development are 
cointegrated? Using the Johansen approach and F-bound 
cointegration test. Finally, a VAR is constructed and impulse response 
function (IRFs) are employed to investigate the effects of macro-
economic shocks. The result suggests that inflation and financial 
development indicators are cointegrated. There is unidirectional 
relationship, running from inflation to financial development 
indicators, both in the long-run and short-run.  
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I.  Introduction 
 Financial development is a multidimensional progression made possible by the 
privatization of the existent economy in developing countries. The degree of financial 
development of countries has been settle on by comparing prices, distinctively, interest 
rate stretches or stock-flow ratios in which debt aggregates are compared with GDP. 
Price-based to quantity based indicators of financial development preferred because they 
communicate most directly to measures of economic efficiency and welfare. 
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 Pakistan’s economic triumph is one of the most significant cases in current history; 
the financial liberalization and deregulation path that the country has pursued in early 
1990s is idiosyncratic in its nature. Ever since the 1970s, when inflation became an 
essentially global phenomenon, controlling inflation has become a high primacy for 
policy-makers. The nexus between financial development and economic growth has been 
amply discussed in the empirical and theoretical scholastic literature. Developed 
countries have well functioning financial markets, high GDP per capita and moderate 
growth rates of GDP per capita. The less developed countries have modest in the way of 
modern financial markets, low GDP per capita and often low growth rates.  
 
 The oldest and most extensively used sign of financial development is the ratio of 
liquid financial liabilities to GDP, for instance, the ratio of M2 to GDP or the relative 
amount of domestic money banks’ assets to GDP (King and Levine 1992, 1993). In spite 
of of the specific measure, the ratio of liquid liabilities of the financial system to GDP 
grows with real income. The materialization and rapid development of stock markets in a 
growing number of developing countries has led to market capitalization, the value of 
listed shares divided by GDP, being added to the list of primary stock-flow measures 
used to represent the size of the financial sector. Since the stocks of a few large 
companies often overlook this measure, the number of listed companies and total value 
traded over GDP are among the secondary measures that have been proposed to qualify 
the primary measure. If one adds domestic credit to the private sector scaled by GDP to 
market capitalization, the measure covers the entire market value of publicly-held firms. 
Levine and Zervos (1995) investigate the joint action of stock markets and banks as the 
engines of growth. 
 
 To deduce the impact of financial development on Inflation, three alternative 
proxies for financial development are selected i.e., Broad Money supply (M2); Private 
Sector Credit (PSC) and Bank Deposits Liabilities (BDL) as percentage of GDP. Most 
financial measures based on Depth measures, which reflects financial conditions of an 
economy in monetary terms. It consists of Reserve Money (Mo); Narrow Money (M1); 
Broad Money (M2) and Market Capitalization to GDP (MC/GDP). Mo: Its include 
currency in circulation, other deposits with SBP, bank deposits with SBP etc. M1: Its 
include all coins, currency held by the public, other deposits with SBP, Scheduled bans’ 
demand deposits, time deposits etc. Broad Money (M2): It includes M1 and scheduled 
banks’ time deposits, resident foreign currency deposits etc. M2/GDP is a measure of the 
money supply relative to the size of the economy—a higher ratio indicates greater 
financial sector depth.  
 
 Credit to the private sector, measured by claims on the private sector by the 
banking system as a percent of GDP, is considered one of the keys for economic growth. 
It is the main objective of a banking system’s mobilization of resources. Market 
Capitalization (MC/GDP): A drawback of Mo, M1 and M2 are that they are narrow 
measure of financial development because it does not include financial developments that 
occur outside the banking system. It is measured the size of the stock market. 
 
 Inflation badly affects the overall growth, the financial sector development and the 
vulnerable poor segment of the population. Cecchetic (2000) finds that even temperate 
levels of inflation damage real growth and stimulates uncertainty. In view of such adverse 
impacts of inflation on the economy, King (1999); Blejer, et al. (2000) conclude that the 
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price steadiness is the key objective of monetary policy. Consequently, the central banks 
have adopted inflation as the main focus of monetary policy. Allsopp and Vines (2000) 
examine that price level is settled on through the money supply through the operation of 
real balance effect. 
 
 The State Bank of Pakistan (the Central Bank) has the precise consent to make 
sure price stability and endorse growth. In order to contain inflation inside the targeted 
level set by the Government, the SBP used money supply as an instrument target. During 
2002-2005 periods, money supply growth surpassed its target levels, due to easy 
monetary policy stance to support the growth process. Though, the expansionary 
monetary policy resulted in rapid inflation reaching double digit in 2005. Inflation tax for 
the year 2005 is estimated at 0.98 percent of GDP. Previous to 2005, monetary policy 
was prejudiced towards supporting growth because inflation was at low level. With the 
intensifying inflation from 2005, monetary policy carriage has tilted towards the 
containing of inflation [State Bank of Pakistan (2006)]. 
 
 Grounds of inflation in Pakistan has been examined by a number of investigators 
have attempted overtime. Khan and Schimmelpfennig (2006) evaluate monetary factors 
play central role in the long run inflation while Bilquees (1988) include short run factors 
such as food prices that also effect inflation. Qayyum (2006) investigate the association 
between the excess money supply growth and inflation and test the soundness of the 
monetarist stance. The outcomes indicate that there has a positive association between 
money growth and inflation.  
 
 Economists and business professionals now take it for granted that a well-
developed, market-oriented financial sector contributes to economic growth (see 
Schumpeter, 1911; McKinnon, 1973; Shaw, 1973; Levine, 1997; Singh, 2007). 
Therefore, this study looks at the association and causality of financial development 
towards inflationary trends in Pakistan expressly. In reviewing the previous studies, the 
empirical validity of the financial development indicators and inflation hypothesis is 
mixed and ambiguous for the case of Pakistan. Therefore, one needs to consider different 
modeling strategies in testing the hypothesis of inflation-financial development. Thus, the 
Pakistan case study of the inflation-financial growth hypothesis needs to be revisited. 
 
 The study arrange in the following manners: Empirical results are mentioned in the 
next section. Summary and conclusion are in the last. 
 
II.  Empirical Analysis 
 The annual time series data is employed for the Pakistan economy for the period       
1974-2007, 34 observations. All relevant data published by World Bank Development 
Index, International Financial Statistics, State Bank of Pakistan, and Ministry of Finance 
serve as sources of data. Different types of financial development indicators are used to 
shed light on the possible impact of financial development on inflationary trend in 
Pakistan.   
 
Unit Root Test: 
 The standard Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root test is exercised to check 
the order of integration of these variables. The results obtained are reported in Table 1. 
Based on the ADF test statistic, it was initiated that all variables are stationary at their 
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first difference.  It implies that the ADF statistics for the CPI, M2, PSC and BDL do not 
go beyond the critical values. However, the first difference of each of the variables, the 
ADF statistics are higher than their respective critical values. Therefore, the study 
conclude that CPI, M2, PSC and BDL are each integrated of order one or I(1). The lag 
length is based on the Schwarz Information Criterion. 
 
Table 1 ADF - Unit Root Estimation 
 

Level 1st Difference 

Variables Constant Constant and 
Trend Constant Constant and 

Trend 
CPI 3.142 1.948 -1.019 -3.912** 

BDL 4.743 3.649 -1.599 -3.315*** 

M2 5.542 3.977 1.586 -4.371* 

PSC 6.773 3.281 0.114 -4.145** 
 Key: CPI = Consumer Price Index, BDL = Bank Deposit Liabilities, M2 = Broad 
Money Supply,         
 PSC = Private Sector Credit.  
 Note: The null hypothesis is that the series is non-stationary, or contains a unit 
root. The rejection of the null hypothesis is based on MacKinnon critical values. The lag 
length are selected based on SIC criteria,   this ranges from lag zero to lag four. *, **   
and *** indicate the rejection of the null hypothesis of non- stationary at 1%, 5% and 
10% significant level, respectively. 

 
Cointegration: 
 
Bound Test Approach 
 The second stage engages testing for the continuation of a long-run equilibrium 
relationship between CPI, M2, PSC and BDL within a multivariate framework; in order 
to test for the existence of any long-run relation among the variables, the study employ 
the bounds testing approach to cointegration. This involves investigating the existence of 
a long-run relationship using the following unrestricted error correction model (UECM). 
For tentative the long-term relationship between CPI, M2, PSC and BDL, the study 
choice to the autoregressive distributed lags (ARDL) model proposed by Pesaran, et al. 
(2001). The ARDL procedure has become progressively more popular in recent years for 
several reasons: First, the technique is more appropriate to be used in testing the long run 
relationship between variables when the data are of a small sample size (Pesaran, et al., 
2001). Second, there is no constraint imposed on the order of integration of each variable 
under study. This implies that the test allows testing for the existence of a cointegrating 
relationship between variables in levels irrespective of whether the underlying regressors 
are I(0) or I(1). This is dissimilar from the general bivariate and multivariate 
cointegration frameworks, which entail that time series in the system, should be non-
stationary in their levels and that all time series in the cointegrating equation should have 
the same order of integration. 
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 Here ∆ is the first difference operator. The F test is used to determine whether a 
long-run relationship exists between the variables through testing the significance of the 
lagged levels of the variables. When a long-run relationship exists between the variables, 
the F test indicates which variable should be normalized. The null hypothesis of no 
cointegration amongst the variables is 

0: 43210 ==== ββββH  
 
against the alternative hypothesis 
 

0: 43211 ≠≠≠≠ ββββH  
 The study employ a relatively new, and as yet little used, estimation technique, 
which is the bounds testing approach to cointegration, within ARDL framework, 
developed by Pesaran and others (Pesaran, 1997; Pesaran and Shin, 1999; Pesaran et al., 
2001).  
 
 Based on Pesaran critical bounds values if the computed F statistics falls outside 
the critical bounds, a decisive decision can be made regarding cointegration without 
knowing the order of integration of the regressors. If the estimated F statistic is higher 
than the upper bound of the critical values then the null hypothesis of no cointegration is 
rejected. Alternatively, if the estimated F statistic is lower than the lower bound of 
critical values, the null hypothesis of no cointegration cannot be rejected. 
 
 The study tested for the presence of long-run relationships. As the study use 
annual data, the maximum number of lags in the ARDL was set equal to 5. For the 
F CPI =16.919. From these results, it is clear that there is a long run relationship amongst 
the variables because its F-statistic are higher than the upper bound critical values 5.06 at 
the 1per cent level of Pesaran.  This implies that the null hypothesis of no cointegration 
among the variables F CPI  cannot be accepted. 
 
Table 2 Bounds Test for Cointegration Analysis  
 

Critical value Lower Bound Value Upper Bound Value 
1% 3.74 5.06 
5% 2.86 4.01 

10% 2.45 3.52 
Computed F-statistic: 5.61 (Significant at 0.01 marginal values). 
Critical Values are cited from Pesaran et al. (2001), Table CI (iii), Case 111: 
Unrestricted intercept and no trend. 
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Johansen Cointegration Test 
 To confirm our previous result, the study applies another technique. Two or more 
variables are cointegrated if they have a long-term, or equilibrium, relationship between 
them. While the method of Engle and Granger (1987) only applies to the single equation 
estimation to test cointegration between variables, the estimation techniques by Johansen 
(1988, 1991) estimate the cointegration vectors, and test for the order of cointegration 
vectors and linear relationship in a multivariate model. In a vector autoregression, 
cointegration between variables gives a signal that a shock to any one of the equation will 
trigger response from the rest of the equations in the system. Table 3 is a summary of 
results of cointegration analysis using Johansen maximum likelihood approach, i.e., the 
co-integration likelihood ratio tests based on maximum eigen-values and trace of the 
stochastic matrix. Both tests confirm (as in bounding test) that there are three 
cointegration vectors in the given set of variables. 
 
Table 3 Johansen’s Test for Multiple Cointegration Vectors Cointegration  
Test among CPI, BDL, PSC, M2 
 
     H0:        H1:             Test                  0.05 Critical                          Prob. **  
            Statistics             Values 
λ  trace            Λ trace  
    

3
*2
*1
*0

≤
≤
≤
=

r
r
r
r

     

3
2
1
0

>
>
>
>

r
r
r
r

      

171.2
783.22
281.51
322.86

               

841.3
494.15
797.29
875.45

          

1405.0
0033.0
0001.0
0000.0

 

Note: Trace test indicates 3 cointegrating equations at the 0.05 level, * denotes rejection 
of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level.**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values. 

maxΛ Values   λ max Values 

3
*2
*1
*0

≤
≤
≤
=

r
r
r
r

     

3
2
1
0

>
>
>
>

r
r
r
r

           

171.2
611.20
497.28
040.35

              

841.3
264.14
131.21
583.27

                 

1405.0
0044.0
0038.0
0046.0

 

Note: Max-Eigen Value test indicates 3 cointegrating equations at the 0.05 level, * 
denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level. **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis 
(1999) p-values. 

 
Cointegrating Vector  CPI BDL    PSC       M2  
(Standard error in parentheses) -1 -1.573   0.981      12.407 
                                (-4.024)  (0.730)       (6.651) 

 
Source: Calculated by the authors. 
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 The next step is to use the error-correction model to estimate the short-run 
dynamic causality relationship. Equation (1) can now be constructed into VECM in order 
to capture both short and long-run impact of the vector. Defining as the vector of the t 
potentially endogenous variables, we can model as an unrestricted VAR model with lag-
length up to 5 and Table shows the VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria. 
 
Table 4 VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria 
 

Lag Log L LR FPE AIC SC HQ 
0 94.26638 NA* 1.86e-08 -6.447599 -6.257284* -6.389418 
1 109.9031 25.68889 1.94e-08 -6.421650 -5.470075 -6.130744 
2 121.4971 15.73472 2.88e-08 -6.106936 -4.394101 -5.583305 
3 141.7935 21.74613 2.62e-08 -6.413820 -3.939726 -5.657465 
4 161.6005 15.56269 3.19e-08 -6.685753 -3.450399 -5.696673 
5 207.1317 22.76558 1.06e-08* -8.795121* -4.798508 -7.573317* 

* indicates lag order selected by the criterion 
LR: sequence modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level) 
FPE: Final prediction error 
AIC: Akaike Information criterion 
SC: Schwarz information criterion 
HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion 
 
 Granger Causality 
 The third stage involves constructing standard Granger-type causality tests 
augmented with a lagged error-correction term where the series are cointegrated. Thus, 
the Granger causality test involves specifying a multivariate pth order VECM as 
presented in Table 5 as follows: 
 
Table 5 Results of VEC Granger Causality 
 

Null Hypothesis Chi-Square Prob. Decision 
CPI→M2 11.973 0.0025 Causality 

CPI→BDL 9.249 0.0098 Causality 
CPI→PSC 10.156 0.0062 Causality 
M2→CPI 2.178 0.3360 No Causality 
M2→BDL 1.020 0.6000 No Causality 
M2→PSC 12.002 0.0021 Causality 
BDL→CPI 3.744 0.1530 No Causality 
BDL→M2 7.894 0.0193 Causality 
BDL→PSC 15.549 0.0004 Causality 
PSC→CPI 2.167 0.3380 No Causality 
PSC→M2 0.446 0.8000 No Causality 

PSC→BDL 0.179 0.9141 No Causality 
Source: Estimated by the authors. 
 
 Granger (1969) starts from the argument that the future cannot cause the present or 
the past. Strictly speaking, the term "Granger Causality" means "precedence". For 
instance, do movements in inflation precede movements in financial development 
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indicators, or its opposite, or the movement simultaneous? This is purpose of Granger 
causality. It is not causality, as it usually understood. Table 5 above gives results on 
Granger causality tests. In carrying out the test of causality between CPI, M2, BDL and 
PSC, the results indicate there is a unidirectional causality between CPI and financial 
indicators. 
 
 The result of Table 6 shows that, in short- and long-run, M2 increases overall 
inflation while BDL and PSC decreases significantly in both periods. ECT has the 
negative sign. It found statistically significant at 5 per cent level, which confirms the 
results that obtained from the bounds test of cointegration. The ECT coefficient of 0.64 
indicates that adjustment towards the long run equilibrium is about 64% per annum. 

 
Table 6 Short & Long-Run Error Correction Model 
Dependent Variable: Dlog (CPI) 

Variables Coefficients 
 

D log (M2) 10.33952* 
[ 5.56849] 

D log (BDL) -3.731599* 
[-3.05392] 

D log (PSC) -0.7649208* 
[-6.51690] 

C -32.18372** 
[-2.90073] 

Log (CPI(-1)) -0.832722* 
[-4.42392] 

Log (M2(-1)) 18.48340* 
[ 3.39707] 

Log (BDL(-1)) -9.984304* 
[-3.46316] 

Log (PSC(-1)) -0.401046* 
[-6.20260] 

Adjusted R Square 0.797353 
F-Statistics 7.480656* 

ECM -0.65** 
* denotes rejection of hypothesis at 1%, ** at 5% significance level, hence denoting 
significance 
 
 The langrage multiplier (LM) test shows that there is no such problem of serial 
correlation exists in the data sets as indicated in Table 7.  

 
Table 7 VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM Tests 

Lags LM-Stat Prob. 
1 15.80170 0.4669 
2 13.69200 0.6216 
3 17.66399 0.3439 
4 15.80912 0.4664 
5 23.83699 0.1031 
6 9.143348 0.9074 
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7 17.59037 0.3484 
8 12.94583 0.6767 
9 18.49517 0.2957 
10 20.67596 0.1913 
11 22.38202 0.1313 
12 10.45845 0.8416 

* Prob. from Chi-square with 16 df. 
 
 The inverse root of auto regressive (AR) characteristics of polynomial depicts in 
figure 1, where we can locate that all the characteristics has been found within the circle.  
 
Figure 1 Inverse Roots of AR Characteristic Polynomial 
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Variance Decomposition 
 Identifying Granger causality it restricted within sample tests, which are useful in 
describing the likely Granger exogeneity or endogeneity of the dependent variable in the 
sample period, but are incapable to deduce the degree of exogeneity of the variables away 
from the sample period. To observe this issue, the study considers the decomposition of 
variance, which evaluates the percentage of a variable’s forecast error variance that 
occurs as the result of a shock from a variable in the system. Sims (1980) notes that if a 
variable is truly exogenous with respect to the other variables in the system, own 
innovations will explain all of the variables forecast error variance. 
 
Table 8 Variance Decomposition 
DLOG (CPI) 

Period S.E. DLOG(CPI) DLOG(M2) DLOG(BDL) DLOG(PSC) 
1 0.291116 100.0000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
2 0.333321 76.86525 0.000758 2.415575 20.71842 
3 0.409375 54.12368 0.472769 17.71926 27.68429 
4 0.470343 41.03202 1.043388 24.25758 33.66701 
5 0.499753 36.35602 1.294274 25.53212 36.81758 
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6 0.546193 31.06415 1.231080 28.67034 39.03443 
7 0.583690 27.26532 1.342229 30.32958 41.06287 
8 0.618968 24.35064 1.455494 31.66139 42.53247 
9 0.652921 22.05090 1.481330 32.70810 43.75967 

10 0.685091 20.11906 1.524700 33.71130 44.64494 
 

DLOG (M2) 
Period S.E. DLOG(CPI) DLOG(M2) DLOG(BDL) DLOG(PSC) 

1 0.044497 0.045924 99.95408 0.000000 0.000000 
2 0.068397 16.89635 64.84973 13.08733 5.166587 
3 0.091075 25.80464 42.47805 16.72963 14.98767 
4 0.112436 27.68783 31.12207 23.67246 17.51764 
5 0.126506 29.63578 28.21427 23.94320 18.20675 
6 0.139744 30.13454 26.19774 25.33020 18.33751 
7 0.152361 30.73294 24.47816 25.73229 19.05660 
8 0.163931 31.23954 23.12458 26.31972 19.31616 
9 0.175137 31.65445 22.08569 26.68194 19.57792 

10 0.185046 31.85758 21.39921 27.00106 19.74214 
 

DLOG (BDL) 
Period S.E. DLOG(CPI) DLOG(M2) DLOG(BDL) DLOG(PSC) 

1 0.056655 0.646380 88.24469 11.10893 0.000000 
2 0.089992 18.60007 55.60265 19.63539 6.161899 
3 0.128498 26.93359 31.16744 27.01777 14.88120 
4 0.162058 28.94282 21.68590 31.96182 17.40946 
5 0.183861 30.32424 19.09233 32.95471 17.62871 
6 0.204680 30.78786 17.40790 34.02689 17.77734 
7 0.223739 31.17757 16.08424 34.50794 18.23025 
8 0.241886 31.59418 14.99370 34.97906 18.43307 
9 0.258768 31.87544 14.22254 35.30731 18.59472 

10 0.274123 32.02751 13.67020 35.59922 18.70308 
 
 
 

DLOG (PSC) 
Period S.E. DLOG(CPI) DLOG(M2) DLOG(BDL) DLOG(PSC) 

1 0.401482 3.721222 45.41560 10.57756 40.28562 
2 0.487656 10.69559 39.03096 16.33515 33.93830 
3 0.640143 19.87356 28.01454 16.56618 35.54572 
4 0.741252 18.56432 23.86361 21.83497 35.73710 
5 0.820871 20.29624 22.48441 21.18717 36.03217 
6 0.901561 20.89996 21.34140 22.40618 35.35246 
7 0.975557 21.11269 20.33975 22.82404 35.72351 
8 1.038916 21.43721 19.72501 23.09307 35.74472 
9 1.106427 21.82148 19.08880 23.42322 35.66649 

10 1.164153 21.92241 18.71853 23.64459 35.71447 
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 The variance decomposition results are summarized in Table 8 over a 10-year 
period. The variance decomposition analysis indicates that inflation is the exogenous 
variable. A high proportion of its shock is explained by the own innovations compared to 
the contributions of own shocks to innovations for financial indicators. At the end of 10 
years, the forecast error variance for inflation explained by their own innovations is   
20.11 percent, while the forecast error variance for M2, BDL and PSC explained by their 
own innovations are 21.39, 35.59 and 35.71 percent respectively. 
 
Impulse Response Function 
 Another method of obtaining information regarding the relationships among the 
variables included in the variance decomposition analysis is via generalized impulse 
response functions. Table 9 present impulse response functions.  

 
Table 9 Impulse Response Generalize One SD 
Response of DLOG (CPI) 

Period DLOG(CPI) DLOG(BDL) DLOG(PSC) DLOG(M2) 
1 0.291116 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
2 -0.025523 -0.016458 -0.156726 0.029488 
3 -0.072837 -0.028443 -0.172500 0.143578 
4 -0.008205 -0.015074 -0.186387 0.136383 
5 0.005291 -0.004960 -0.144427 0.087283 
6 -0.043271 -0.029558 -0.173777 0.125017 
7 -0.014793 -0.016335 -0.169115 0.115249 
8 -0.020024 -0.014972 -0.167971 0.116564 
9 -0.026680 -0.019416 -0.169631 0.115418 

10 -0.020604 -0.018499 -0.168019 0.118520 
 

Response of DLOG (BDL) 
 Period DLOG(CPI) DLOG(BDL) DLOG(PSC) DLOG(M2) 

 1  0.004555  0.056472  0.000000  0.000000 
 2  0.038543  0.050264  0.024624 -0.016443 
 3  0.054230  0.041819  0.049223 -0.036063 
 4  0.056160  0.043053  0.052121 -0.045020 
 5  0.051478  0.043485  0.042041 -0.035128 
 6  0.051450  0.045955  0.043710 -0.037674 
 7  0.052048  0.044334  0.046037 -0.037033 
 8  0.053648  0.044196  0.046017 -0.038738 
 9  0.053467  0.044671  0.046065 -0.038419 
 10  0.052177  0.044429  0.045217 -0.037964 
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Response of DLOG (PSC) 
 Period DLOG(CPI) DLOG(BDL) DLOG(PSC) DLOG(M2) 

 1  0.077448  0.298651  0.256899  0.000000 
 2  0.139416  0.181357  0.136283 -0.075631 
 3  0.236650  0.196704  0.266882 -0.077800 
 4  0.143401  0.196715  0.245210 -0.142418 
 5  0.186439  0.185046  0.225742 -0.066439 
 6  0.181977  0.205991  0.226803 -0.109526 
 7  0.176223  0.196294  0.243953 -0.098999 
 8  0.174499  0.190862  0.227838 -0.094056 
 9  0.189083  0.200598  0.240628 -0.104594 
 10  0.173117  0.194673  0.231902 -0.097089 

 
Response of DLOG (M2) 
 Period DLOG(CPI) DLOG(BDL) DLOG(PSC) DLOG(M2) 

 1 -0.000954  0.041926 -0.001887  0.014755 
 2  0.028098  0.038880  0.017002 -0.010387 
 3  0.036742  0.030167  0.033781 -0.014678 
 4  0.036876  0.032502  0.034845 -0.026774 
 5  0.035251  0.032402  0.028670 -0.015732 
 6  0.033792  0.034261  0.028574 -0.019806 
 7  0.035349  0.033144  0.031618 -0.018381 
 8  0.035508  0.032825  0.030459 -0.019834 
 9  0.036252  0.033448  0.031285 -0.019693 
 10  0.034631  0.033061  0.030152 -0.019172 

 
 Table 9 plots the response of inflation to shocks in financial indicators. A shock in 
inflation has a negative effect on BDL and PSC while positive effect on M2 over the 10-
year period. A shock to BDL has a positive effect on CPI and PSC while a negative effect 
on M2 after the 1st year. The response of PSC to shocks in CPI and BDL has positive 
(decrease) effect while negative effect on M2. Similarly, a shock to M2 has a negative 
effect on CPI, BDL and PSC respectively. Consistent with the results of the 
decomposition of variance results, a large proportion of the variance in inflation is 
explained by its own innovations. 
 
III.  Summary and Conclusion 
 This article has deemed the relationship between financial development indicators 
and inflation in Pakistan using bounds testing, cointegration and causality testing and 
broadened this analysis to inspect the degree of exogeneity of the variables beyond the 
sample period by employing variance decomposition analysis and impulse response 
functions. The significances of the cointegration and causality testing suggest that 
inflation and financial indicators are cointegrated. 
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 The results indicate directional causality between inflation and financial indicators. 
There is unidirectional relationship, running from inflation to financial indicators, both in 
the long- run and short run. This analysis helps decision makers in developing strategies 
and policies for mitigating inflation through financial liberalization in Pakistan. The 
future research in this area may be conducted, in an industry specified manner. Time 
series data and ARDL method may be implied. 
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